ESSA Response: Virtual currencies, eSports and social gaming discussion paper (Aug. 2016)
Introduction
1. ESSA welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Gambling Commission’s discussion paper
on virtual currencies, eSports and social gaming and the Commission’s ongoing dialogue with
licensed operators and other stakeholders on its policies and related operational activities.
2. ESSA is a global betting integrity body that represents many of the largest regulated sports
betting operators in the world, and which serve over 40 million consumers in the EU alone.
3. It is a key player in the fight against betting related match-fixing and acts for the regulated
betting sector at national and international match-fixing policy discussion forums.
4. In particular, the organisation holds positions on important working groups at the European
Commission, Council of Europe and the International Olympic Committee (IOC).
5. The organisation’s principal goal is to protect sports, consumers and betting operators from
potential fraud caused by the unfair manipulation of sporting events and associated betting.
6. ESSA helps to combat this fraud with evidence-based intelligence, principally obtained from
its alert system, which identifies suspicious activity on its members’ betting markets.
7. That includes crucial information on consumer identities, locations and other transactional
data which is not available through other non-regulatory detection platforms.
8. Many of our members are licensed and operate within the regulatory framework managed
by the British Gambling Commission (referred to as the “Commission” in this document).
9. ESSA has an information sharing arrangement with the Commission, as well as a number of
other gambling regulatory bodies and sports governing authorities, through which it
disseminates data relating to any relevant suspicious betting activity it has identified.
10. The association’s members invest over €50m (around £37m) in compliance and internal
security systems every year in order to help combat betting related fraud in sport.
11. The association is also a partner in an international anti-match-fixing project, entitled “Keep
Crime out of Sport”, led by the Council of Europe and funded by the European Commission.
12. In addition, ESSA co-funds a multi-jurisdictional player betting education programme with
EU Athletes, the European Commission and other partners from the betting sector1.
13. These activities have been successful in helping to drive corrupters away from regulated
betting markets, creating a safe and secure environment for our customers and sports.
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14. The association is committed to working in partnership with other key stakeholders to
deliver practical and proportionate solutions to betting related match-fixing in sport.
15. ESSA, and its members, therefore have an interest in any activities relating to integrity; in
the context of the Commission’s discussion paper that primarily relates to eSports.
eSports: industry background and development
16. eSports (or electronic sports) is the umbrella term for organised, competitive computer
gaming, usually between professional players. As the Commission’s discussion paper
identifies, the most common video game genres associated with eSports are real-time
strategy, fighting, first-person shooter (FPS), and multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA).
17. There are many eSports tournaments held worldwide run by different organisations. Some
of the biggest, and most lucrative, are run by game publishers, including: Blizzard, Riot and
Valve. There are also professional eSports teams and players.
18. Competitions exist for many titles and genres, but the main games include: Counter-Strike:
Global Offensive, League of Legends, Dota 2, Smite, Hearthstone: Heroes of Warcraft, Super
Smash Bros. Melee and StarCraft II.
19. The major eSports tournaments attract tens of thousands of live spectators and tens of
millions of viewers online. To highlight the commercial value and growth in this area, in 2014
Amazon paid $970m (£671m) for Twitch, which streams live eSports tournaments.2
20. Tournaments such as: The International, League of Legends World Championship, Battle.net
World Championship Series, Evolution Championship Series and the Intel Extreme Masters,
provide live broadcasts of the competition, and prize money and salaries to competitors.
21. The prize pool for The International 2016 was nearly $21 million (up from $18.5 million in
2015). Whilst as of 10 September 2016, Dota 2 had awarded approximately $86 million in
prize money within 632 registered tournaments, with 23 players winning over $1 million.3
22. Deloitte Global predicts that eSports will generate global revenues of $500 million in 2016,
up 25% from about $400 million in 2015.4 That revenue is still small in comparison to the
major traditional sports: European football will generated revenues of $30 billion in 2016.5
23. Nevertheless, a 2015 report by Newzoo market research stated that there are 205 million
people globally that watch eSports, some occasional and some frequent. Frequent eSports
viewers totalled 89 million globally in 2014, and are projected to reach 145 million by 2017.6
24. In 2014, the popularity of eSports with frequent viewers was on a par with swimming and ice
hockey. By 2017, the number of frequent eSports fans is projected to come close to that of
American football (with 151 million viewers).7
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25. Of all eSports viewers, 40% do not play any of the top eSports franchises, a sign that eSports
is becoming a spectator sport, akin to traditional sports events.8
26. That in turn also involves a growth in the support of, and association with, specific eSports
teams and players by fans, and for some involvement in various forms of related betting.
eSports: betting and integrity issues
27. As the Commission’s discussion paper highlights, many of the major regulated betting
operators offer betting markets on eSports and that includes the majority of ESSA members.
28. That principally involves traditional fixed odds betting, and also exchange betting through
operators such as Betfair (now part of the Paddy Power Betfair group) and Matchbook.
29. There are also eSports specific betting operators such as: Datbet; Egamingbets; UNIKRN;
Vulcun (Fantasy eSports); Alphadraft (Fantasy eSports); FanDuel (Fantasy eSports); and
Nitrogen (Bitcoin eSports betting).
30. Indeed, there are a variety of ways that consumers can bet on the outcome of eSports
competitions, or even on specific outcomes within a competition.
31. The recent growth in eSports betting is highlighted by online operator Pinnacle which first
began offering eSports betting markets in 2010. The market doubled in size for that operator
for four consecutive years, reaching one million eSports bets in December 2014.9
32. That made eSports Pinnacle’s seventh biggest market in terms of volume, exceeding
traditional sports like golf and rugby.10 Whilst in 2015, an eSports championship in China
witnessed a higher betting volume than a top Premier League football match.11
33. Eilers Research projected that eSports viewers would bet $315 million on games and
generate betting revenues of $24 million in 2015. By 2020, it projects betting of $23.5 billion
(by 19.4m viewers), generating total betting industry revenues of $1.81 billion.12
34. Such significant growth projections should nevertheless be considered in a wider
perspective; the regulated global betting market is forecast to reach $70 billion in gross
gamble yield in 2016, representing a 20% increase from the 2012 figure ($58bn).13
35. ESSA is aware that there have been a number of high-profile betting related match-fixing
incidents involving eSports and which, as with traditional sports, are principally aimed at
defraud betting operators and are perpetrated by eSports players/personnel.
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36. A snapshot of known match-fixing cases within eSports are listed in Annex A. It is clear that
eSports can and have been manipulated in the same way as traditional sports, notably by
players fixing the results or aspects of games on which betting markets are available.
37. With eSports tournaments principally being run by a range of different game developers the
approach to integrity issues and the establishment of procedures and rules, and the
imposition of sanctions for match-fixing, have been correspondingly fragmented.
38. For example, game developer and tournament operator Blizzard’s 2016 Heroes of the
Summer Championship rules (see Chapter 6) does include a specific section on “cheating”,
including match-fixing, and also “gambling”, prohibiting players from betting on the
outcome of tournament games or matches.14
39. Whilst League of Legend developer Riot Games, includes a section on “Player conduct” (see
Chapter 10) for its 2016 Championship Series that covers collusion (“Deliberately losing a
game”), competitive integrity (maintaining “honesty, or fair play”) and match-fixing.15
40. For other game developer run tournaments the position can be less clear; for example, the
rules for Valve’s Dota2 tournament do not include a specific match-fixing section. Albeit, its
general rules (1.3.6) do state that: “Every team and participant has to try to win every game
at every stage of the competition. Purposefully losing for any reason is strictly forbidden.”16
41. The International eSports Federation (IeSF) was established in 2008 and has 47 member
nations. It sets tournament rules and hosts a number of major annual world championships
and is focused on eSports being recognised as a sport and establishing common standards.
42. Article 2 (objectives) of the IeSF statutes states that it aims: “To promote integrity, ethics,
and fair play with a view to prevent all methods or practices, such as corruption, doping or
match manipulation, which might jeopardize the integrity of matches, competitions, players,
officials and members or give rise to the abuse of NF [National e-Sports Federation].”17
43. Whilst there does not appear to be a specific match-fixing rule, competition regulations do
include provisions covering “misconduct” and “forbidden behaviour” under which sanctions
for match manipulation could fall.18
44. The formation of WESA (World Esports Association) was announced in May 2016 by leading
eSports company ESL and a number of leading eSports teams.
45. WESA states that its “vision is to create an authentic framework to support and amplify
sustainable growth of esports, based on the shared values of fairness, transparency, and
integrity and sharing that growth between the players, teams and leagues.”19
46. Following the WESA model, the Professional Esports Association (PEA) was announced on 8
September 2016, comprising seven of the premier North American eSports teams.20
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47. At the time of writing, neither WESA nor the PEA lists any integrity rules. However, WESA
founding member ESL is a member of the newly formed Esports Integrity Coalition (ESIC).
48. ESIC is a not for profit association officially launched in July 2016. A central part of the ESIC
role is to address the various dangers to the sector, “in particular the threat that match
manipulation and betting fraud and other integrity challenges pose to esports.”21
49. To that end, it has carried out a threat assessment and produced an Anti-corruption Code
covering match-fixing.22 The development and support for the ESIC could be seen to be in its
infancy and it doesn’t currently include many major competition organisers.
50. Nevertheless, as a promoter of potentially industry wide integrity codes, notably covering
match-fixing, ESSA is in dialogue with the ESIC concerning how we might work more closely
on integrity issues, especially as the association’s support and membership increases.
eSports, virtual currencies and skins betting: observations and issues
51. Paragraph 4.5 of the discussion paper states that: “In the Commission’s view, the regulation
of betting on eSports is no different from any other event upon which bets can be placed”
and that “We expect operators offering markets on eSports to manage the risks”.23
52. That paragraph further states: “As we see it, betting on eSports presents risks that need to
be managed in a similar way to other forms of betting and gaming, including the risk of
cheating and match fixing and the risk that people will gamble excessively.”24
53. It is clear that eSports face integrity risks, notably around match-fixing. The issue for eSports
bodies, betting operators and the Gambling Commission is to what extent are those risks of
manipulation - where focused on defrauding betting operators - adequately catered for.
54. On the face of it, eSports can and have been manipulated in a similar way as traditional
sports; namely, that a player/s seek to improperly influence a game or aspect of a game to
affect an outcome on which a bet has been placed. In effect, match or spot-fixing.
55. Whilst ESSA has not yet seen or reported any suspicious betting on eSports on its members’
regulated markets, we are aware that some other betting operators have identified a small
number of incidents and reported those to the relevant bodies.25
56. The fundamental challenge is therefore very much the same, but there are some underlying
differences in the operation and structure of eSports, which may differ from traditional
sports, and which may require specific and ongoing consideration by the Commission.
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57. Firstly, it is important to note the environment in which corrupters may potentially conduct
illicit activity; eSports operates in a digital setting and where it can be less obvious if a player
is underperforming, or makes any in-play decision/s, to fraudulently manipulate a game.
58. Recognising the potentially differing integrity risks between tournaments played solely
online, notably in establishing the identities of players and hacking issues, and stadium
events where the players are clearly identified, also present inherent challenges.
59. Skins (or in-game item) betting also presents certain risk characteristics, albeit some ESSA
members advise that the use of a proprietary integrity sensor based on data from skin
betting websites has proved to be a useful system for the detection of match-fixing.
60. There are however some concerns amongst ESSA members about the use of skins relating to
eSports and where betting takes place. From that perspective, additional guidance from the
Commission regarding their regulation and operation would be very welcome.
61. In particular, members have commented on added risks emanating from:
•
•
•
•

Insufficient age verification practices;
Concerns regarding the setting of virtual currencies, and in particular ‘in-game’ items, and
their conversion into real world monetary equivalents;
Opportunity for money-laundering with ‘in-game’ items often easily transferred between
numerous parties; and
Increased opportunity for scams as there is little to prevent anyone from creating a skins
betting site that looks as reputable as regulated betting operators.

62. Clearly, this is a fast developing environment both from the perspective of the diversity and
availability of eSports games and associated tournaments, prize money, professional player
numbers and so on, and the availability and diversity of associated betting products.
63. As such, it may have a knock-on effect to the processes around the identification of
corruption utilising suspicious betting data, especially as we see increased liquidity in those
markets, and an impact on the success of any subsequent investigation in identifying fraud.
64. That said, we are aware that processes are in place with some competition organisers that
allow eSports decision-making to be analysed for illicit activity. Betting operators are of
course also continually assessing, developing and updating their own security systems.
65. What would, however, be of particular benefit is a clear information sharing network
between eSports bodies, licensed betting operators and the Commission to fully utilise all of
the tools at the disposal of those bodies to detect, deter and punish betting corruption.
66. Mindful of this, ESSA and has therefore held some initial discussions with the newly formed
Esports Integrity Coalition, which is promoting standardised integrity codes. However, that
body is in its infancy and its current membership and impact is accordingly relatively limited.

67. It is important to recognise that the eSports sector is a collection of different games and
associated rules, as with traditional sports, albeit without the obvious governance structures
of the traditional sports sector, or as yet clear overarching bodies such as the IOC or WADA.
68. With eSports tournaments principally being run by a range of different parties, the approach
to integrity issues and the establishment of associated procedures and rules, and the
enforcement of sanctions for match-fixing, have been correspondingly fragmented.
69. From that perspective, the current situation could be seen to be at a similar stage to
traditional sports and the development of effective integrity processes 10-15 years ago.
70. That situation prompted (and continues to prompt) a number of actions in the UK, most
notably the inclusion of specific integrity provisions in the Gambling Act 2005. From that, a
dedicated integrity unit and article 15.1 were developed and implemented.
71. The current form of article 15.1 places a requirement on licensed operators to adhere to
certain integrity provisions, including reporting suspicious betting to the Commission.26
72. That also includes a necessity to provide a “sport governing body with sufficient information
to conduct an effective investigation” where that relates to a sport included in Part 3 of
Schedule 6 of the Gambling Act. In practice, ESSA does that with all sports globally.
73. Whilst betting operators licensed by the Gambling Commission are therefore required to
pass on information regarding suspicious betting, and that will include eSports, no eSports
body is listed in Schedule 6; we are not aware of any addition to that Schedule since 2012.27
74. The projections are of continuing growth in eSports betting over the coming years and we
are already aware of match-fixing within the sector. However, the extent to which eSports
constitutes a sport, in general, and whether it could be added to Schedule 6 is unclear.
75. It is not currently recognised as a sport by Sport England, for example.28 However, the
European Commission has determined that, using the definition established by the Council
of Europe, some eSports could be regarded as a sport and eligible for Commission funding.29
76. In addition, no body from the eSports sector is currently known to be part of the UK Sport
Betting Integrity Forum (SBIF), established by the Commission with the major UK sports and
betting operators to address the risks of match-fixing and threats to betting integrity.30
77. ESSA is however aware that the Esports Integrity Coalition (ESIC) and major eSports games
event company ESL were present at a recent SBIF hosted integrity workshop alongside many
traditional UK sports bodies and Gambling Commission licensed betting operators.
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78. This is a positive development from an engagement perspective, albeit it should be noted
that the eSports bodies involved in the SBIF event represent a limited part of an expanding
UK and global eSports environment on which betting is increasingly taking place.
79. As the Commission will be aware, the SBIF has developed an important integrity document
in the form of the UK’s Sports Betting Integrity Action Plan detailing specific requirements on
all key stakeholders to protect the integrity of sport and sports betting markets.31
80. The extent to which that process is applicable to eSports and would be of benefit, or
whether something more eSports specific is required, and also whether the current wording
of 15.1 is adequate, and whether that needs adjusting, are increasingly pertinent issues.
81. As the Commission’s discussion paper notes: “betting on eSports currently accounts for a
very small proportion of the British gambling market, but it is growing” and that “eSports
present some particular challenges and risks for gambling regulation.”32
82. However, it is unclear to ESSA the extent to which eSports bodies currently interact with the
Commission on betting integrity issues. The Commission will again be very aware of the
importance of establishing cross-sector dialogue and creating information sharing networks.
83. Unfortunately, there can sometimes be a reluctance to acknowledge integrity issues linked
to betting or to form effective partnerships with betting operators; the Commission has
been instrumental in changing that position with many traditional UK sports bodies.
84. It is important that betting operators and the Commission are content that suitable contacts
within the eSports sector have been identified to liaise on integrity matters. As such, an
agreed central list would be of significant value and help develop partnership working.
85. Indeed, the Commission will be aware that one effective tool used by betting operators is to
identify and monitor betting by sports players/personnel, especially where that relates to
Schedule 6 and a breach of a sporting rule on betting applied by that sport governing body.
86. The process is relatively clear with traditional sports, and there are obvious governing bodies
to engage with, but the current eSports environment is not necessarily structured in the
same way and presents different challenges, and those challenges invariably create risk.
87. Certain eSports organisers do prohibit players from betting on eSports events; Riot’s rules
state: “No Team Member or LCS official may take part, either directly or indirectly, in betting
or gambling on any results of any League of Legends tournament or match globally.”33
88. Whilst eSports does not currently fall within Schedule 6, and thereby a requirement on
operators to help to enforce that rule, there are clearly potential benefits for all concerned
from doing so. That requires eSports bodies and betting operators to cooperate accordingly.
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89. However, understandably given the relatively short history of eSports and its fragmented
structure, interaction between betting operators and the sector is not as developed as with
traditional sports bodies. As such, that presents a risk of potential abuses and breaches.
90. ESSA members believe that bans on players betting on events they are engaged in should be
encouraged to be commonplace with eSports bodies and with that should come a
commitment to developing and sharing data, such as player lists, with betting operators.
91. This is an area that will require as much commitment from the eSports sector as betting
operators and this is something which the Gambling Commission may be best placed to help
to facilitate, noting the positive impact it could have on protecting betting markets.
92. In addition, as with traditional sports, a lack of development and enforcement of betting
rules and sanctions, in effect poor governance in eSports, will as with traditional sports
create increased risk of corruption and that will invariably also impact betting markets.
93. We continue to see the adverse impact of that with the traditional sports sector. However,
as a result a wealth of knowledge and guidance has been development on best practice
models which should also be promoted in the eSports environment to assist its governance.
94. The Commission quite rightly works on the basis of evidenced-based policy making. It is an
approach that ESSA and its members support and welcome, and it has led to data driven
policies that have been successful in delivering practical and proportionate actions.
95. The recent publication of the Commission’s position paper on in-play betting is an example
of that and it is clear that the Commission has, for some time now, been recognised as a
leading authority on effective regulation and betting integrity matters on a global stage.
96. We would like to see that with eSports as well. As such, we believe that it is important for
the Commission to invest suitable resources in its own knowledge building and policy
development around this sector to ensure that the regulatory model is fit for purpose.
97. Especially, if the Commission is to take forward a successful investigation and conviction in
the future, which will act as the most potent deterrent to corruption; as betting markets
grow, there must unfortunately be the potential for increased fraud against bookmakers.
98. We are concerned that, in the fragmented environment which currently reflects the eSports
sector, the Commission and the mitigating integrity actions it has established around betting
may not be as visible or properly utilised within the fast developing eSports community.
99. Indeed, there are a number of issues listed above where we believe all stakeholders would
benefit from more direction and clarity from the Commission. Indeed, a roundtable involving
stakeholders to discuss the ongoing development of eSports and betting may be of benefit.
100. ESSA believes in proactive integrity actions and can see potential advantages from
facilitating a discussion of that nature, notably around issues such as employing a
standardised set of integrity provisions, developing sector integrity contacts and player lists.

101. We hope that the Commission will be open to considering that approach and will see it as a
useful opportunity to further develop and enhance the knowledge and cooperation between
all key stakeholders, namely eSports bodies, betting operators and the Commission itself.
Annex A - A snapshot of known match-fixing cases within eSports
When
2013

Issue
DOTA 2 match-fixing scandal – Russia

Source
The tech crunch

DOTA 2, Valve’s second most popular competitive game, has been involved in a number of
match-fixing scandals. Back in 2013, a Russian player named Aleksey “Solo” Berezin bet against
his own team in a major event and won $322. Since then, the number “322” has become
synonymous with bad plays and is a common nickname for players who deliberately throw away
a game for money.

http://techcrunch.com/2
016/04/23/match-fixingcomes-to-the-world-of-esports/

October
2014

Eastern Dota teams caught fixing Starladder matches – Philippines

The Daily Dot

Eight players from Filipino Dota 2 teams Mineski and MSI Evolution Gaming Team were found to
have fixed a number of matches. Fans are calling it the “#322 scandal,” or the “Philippines 322.”
The games in the Philippines case include one match between Mineski and Team Immunity and
another between Mineski and the MSI team. The Starladder games had little meaning for either
team—neither was in contention for a playoff spot, so the stakes were low. This fixing scandal is
part of a worrying trend for Valve games Dota 2 and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive. The ingame item economy Valve built into both titles serves as fertile ground for betting, often with
thousands of dollars’ worth of items on the line, and that leads to inevitable pressure to fix
matches—especially ones that in many ways don’t matter.

http://www.dailydot.co
m/esports/dotastarladder-match-fixing/

January
2015

Counter-Strike: Global Offensive- North American match fixing scandal

Wiki Team Liquid
http://wiki.teamliquid.ne
t/counterstrike/North_A
merican_match_fixing_sc
andal

The first prominent match fixing scandal in Counter-Strike: Global Offensive was the result of a
game played on 20 August, 2014 between North American teams iBUYPOWER and
NetcodeGuides.com in Season 5 of the CEVO Professional League. Despite being heavy
favourites, iBP was defeated 16-4. Though evidence surfaced immediately indicating that the
match had been fixed, the story was dismissed as rumour and blew over until a follow-up article
was published on 16 January, 2015 by the original journalist, Richard Lewis. In it, he reveals
various pieces of leaked evidence directly implicating multiple members of the IBP team as
having bet against themselves and then deliberately losing the match.
Lewis and Courtney Timpson, a CS:GO Lounge employee, were able to identify a large number of
unusually high volume bets by Duc “cud” Pham and dboorN, who were connected to members of
the iBP team. The article was confirmed by ShahZaM, who had been advised by
Netcodeguides.com founder Casey Foster that the match would be thrown and had also placed a
bet against the team. Foster's site was a joint venture between himself and DaZeD, captain of the
throwing iBP team- the likely motivation for the fix.

The Daily Dot
http://www.dailydot.co
m/esports/match-fixingcounter-strikeibuypower-netcodeguides/

On 26 January, 2015, Valve released a commentary on the incident, Integrity and Fair Play, which
announced the indefinite bans of four of the iBP players in addition to the orchestrators of the
fix. Skadoodle was the lone iBP player left unbanned, as he had declined to share in the profit
from the throw. Valve was able to confirm details in the article by Lewis through inspection of
inventories and transactions, noting that many high value items won during bets were
transferred through to the banned individuals. In all, seven individuals were indefinitely banned
from participation in any capacity in Valve-sponsored events. These bans were made permanent
on 5 January, 2016, in A Follow Up to Integrity and Fair Play.

January

As a result of the bans of both founders of NetcodeGuides.com, the players that were signed to
their team left immediately, reverting to the name Mythic. On August 31, 2015, Richard Lewis
published an open letter to Valve on Daily Dot, in which he condemned Valve for leaving the
players in a state of uncertainty regarding the future of their careers due to the "indefinite"
nature of the bans. CEVO responded later on in the day by loosening the bans to only restricting
them from playing in their league.
Starcraft: Dark’ Ryung Woo and Kang ‘San’ Cho Won - bets voided

esportsbets

2015

October
2015

Betting operator Pinnacle refunded all bets on a match that was played between Park ‘Dark’
Ryung Woo and Kang ‘San’ Cho Won. In a statement, Pinnacle defended its actions stating: “In
accordance with this policy, the match between Dark and San on 20th January 2015 has been
identified by our fraud prevention team as being manipulated. The bet placement pattern clearly
indicates that the match was not played on a fair basis. As a result all bets on this match have
been voided. We apologise for the inconvenience this causes for anyone betting on this match in
good faith, but hope you will appreciate that protecting the integrity of eSports is of paramount
importance.”
'Starcraft 2' Illegal Gambling And Match-Fixing: 11 Arrested, Pro Gamers And Coach Banned For
Life- South Korea
A coach, a professional gamer and nine other individuals have been arrested. the office of the
Changwon Regional Prosecutor arrested head coach Gerrard (Park Wae-Sik) of pro team Prime,
as well as pro gamers YoDa (Choi Byeong-Heon) and BBoongBBoong (Choi Jong-Hyuk) in
connection to illicit betting and match-fixing in StarCraft 2. The Korean eSports Association
(KeSPA) worked with Korean authorities to investigate the matter and opened a disciplinary
hearing. All parties involved in this illegal gambling and match-fixing scandal saw their progaming licenses revoked and will no longer be able to participate in any eSports-related
enterprise in Korea.

January
2016

Top StarCraft World Champion Taken Into Custody In South Korea (part I)
The 2014 StarCraft 2 World Champion and 2015 runner-up Lee “Life” Seung Hyun, has been taken
into custody by authorities at the Changwon District Prosecutor’s Office in South Korea following
investigations of alleged match fixing in eSports. According to the news appeared on Kotaku.com,
Match-fixing rumours and allegations have swirled around the Korean StarCraft 2 scene for the
last couple years. Sports betting site Pinnacle has voided betting results on a few occasions when
they’ve observed unusual patterns around matches.

April
2016

Match-Fixing Report Shows How Gambling Has Ruined Korean StarCraft (part II)
The Korean prosecutor’s office leading the StarCraft 2 match-fixing investigation released its
report this April: Lee “Life” Seung Hyun, now stands convicted of match-fixing, as well as another
leading player, Bung “Bbyong” Woo Yong.
According to the report, Life threw matches for a sum of $60,000. In total, eight people have
been arrested and charged, including some of the financial backers behind the scheme and their
employees, as well as the brokers who helped arrange the deals. “The crimes were perpetrated
with clear division of roles: Financial backers to put up the compensation for match-fixing,
brokers to solicit the match-fixing and transfer the funds, and an employee in charge of receiving
gambling funds and placing bets on gambling sites,” the report stated.
While Life was paid about $30,000 per thrown match, the gambler behind it was putting up about
$44,000 in online bets at 1.3-1.5 odds, which meant he would have cleared about $56,000. Both
Life and Bbyong were approached by brokers “under the guise of being a fan” and, later, their
new friends convinced them to join in match-fixing schemes. Depressingly, they were convinced
in part because the brokers told them, in so many words, that everyone was doing it.

http://www.esportsbets.
com/2255/esportsmatch-fixing-prevalencehistory/

Tech Times
http://www.techtimes.co
m/articles/96904/20151
020/starcraft-2-illegalgambling-and-matchfixing-11-arrested-progamers-and-coachbanned-for-life.htm
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